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Fleet management is the use of a set of vehicles in order to provide services to a third-party,
or to perform a task for our organization, in the most efficient and productive manner with a
determined level of service and cost.
Fleet management activities are shown in the following graph 1:

Graph 1: fleet management activities
The proposal audit analyses and assesses all fleet management activities shown in the
graph 1, and its main goals are:
Know the overall status of the fleet management activities
Provide the analysis, the assessment, the advice, the suggestions and the actions to
take in order to cut costs and increase the efficiency and efficacy of the fleet
management activities
The main actions to carry out in each fleet management activity are the following:
Fleet management policy: analyse and assess the fleet management policy and its
main guidelines that develop the general strategy of the organization
Calculating fleet size: analyse and assess which is the best method to calculate the
optimal number of vehicles of the fleet
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Acquiring the fleet’s vehicles: analyse and assess the following activities: acquiring
either the vehicles in property or by renting/leasing, choosing the vehicle’s brands,
the ranges, the equipment, the type of fuel, the type of insurance and the suppliers of
the vehicles
Vehicle fleet operation: analyse and assess the following activities: management of
the maintenance, management and analysis of the vehicle’s breakdowns,
management of the spare parts, control and reduction of the fuel consumption,
choosing and follow up the tires, preventing and reducing traffic accidents, and using
owned or outsourced workshops
Vehicle

disposal:

analyse

and

assess

the

following

activities:

the

disposal/replacement policy of the vehicles, the sales channels, and the election of
the external sales suppliers
Control and traceability of the vehicles: analyse and assess what information has
to be registered in order to know the vehicle traceability
Scoreboard, analysis and report: analyse and assess the current scoreboard, what
analyse is made of the information collected, and what report is made for the
executives of the company for decision making
Auxiliary services (management of the traffic fines, insurance, fuel cards, etc.):
analyse and asses the operation of the auxiliary services and the guidelines to
outsource them to third parties.
Besides of the analysis and the assessment of these fleet management activities, the
following activities will be also analyse and assess.
Fleet´s costs: analyse and assess what fleet’s costs are identified and collected,
what is made with this information, and what indicators/ratios are calculated
Measuring the fleet management performance: analyse and assess if there is a
method to measure the fleet management performance
Outsourcing and organizational structure: analyse and assess the policy that
outsource certain activities of fleet management to third parties, as well as the
processes, the activities, the organizational structure, the job profiles and the
software and hardware needed to manage the fleet
Software and telematics services: analyse and assess the guidelines to acquire
and run the software and/or a telematic service to manage the fleet
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Electric vehicles-Natural gas: analyse and assess the company’s operations and
activities in order to know if is feasible the acquisition of electric-natural gas vehicles.
The index of the audit is the following:
1. General information of the service provided by the company
2. Fleet management policy
3. Fleet management costs
4. Fleet management size
5. Fleet management acquisition
6. Fleet management operations
7. Fleet management disposal/replacement policy
8. Information system
9. Fleet management scoreboard
10. Fleet management performance
11. Fleet management vehicles monitoring
12. Auxiliary services
13. Fleet management processes and organisation structure
14. Software
15. Electric-Gas natural vehicles
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16. Internet of things-IoT
17. ADAS-Advanced driver-assistance systems
With the information obtained, we’ll elaborate a report that holds the overall status of the fleet
management as well as the suggestions, recommendations and the measures to take in
order to cut costs and optimize the fleet management activities.
Contact:
José Miguel Fernández Gómez
34 678254874
info@advancedfleetmanagementconsulting.com
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José Miguel Fernández Gómez is the manager of AFMC that provides advanced consulting
services on fleet management for any kind of fleet vehicles such as transportation, car rental,
municipalities, police etc.
I worked for INSEAD (France), one of the best business schools in the world, developing
consulting and investigation activities for The United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR),
optimizing the size and management of their vehicle fleet that is spread all over the world
(6,500 vehicles). I also worked as a fleet manager, managing 1,000 vehicles for a street
cleaning services company. I have been working on the same project during 2018 with the
consultancy firm Universalia (Canada).
I hold a PhD on Industrial Engineering from the Polytechnic University of Madrid, I received
the International Mention since I made two abroad researches stay at The University of
Liverpool (UK), and the Royal Institute of Technology-KTH (Sweden).
I conduct several researches on optimization activities for fleet management, and I have
developed some models that I've published on international congresses on industrial
organization.
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